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Introduction

The purpose of video tracking is to automatically determine the positions of
one or more moving objects (i.e. targets) at each of the frames in a video
sequence and using only one static camera. This is one interesting topic in
Computer Vision since the solution to this problem presents multiple applications to areas like: visual surveillance, traffic monitoring, facial expression
analysis from video, medical imaging, among many others [7]. The tracking
goal is to accurately determine the positions of the involved targets along the
frames and also to efficiently perform this task (i.e. ideally at real-time frame
rate). Different situations could difficult the tracking process like: variations
in illumination conditions in videos, possible partial occlusions of some tracked
objects in the scene change of the shape of these objects due to the camera
perspective. Two major components are present in an automatic visual tracking system: target detection and tracking, respectively. Target detection is
dependent on how the objects in the scene are represented (i.e. as blobs, as
contours, etc). Object tracking usually involves aspects like including in the
model some prior information about the scene and/or objects, considering the
objects dynamics and evaluating the adjustment between the predicted targets’ positions by the movement model and corresponding measured positions
of these target in the frames. Some commonly used probabilistic algorithms
for visual tracking [7] are Kalman filters and particle filters.

2.

Complex network modeling and feature extraction from images

In the proposed visual tracking method, the first stage is to create the complex
network for each single frame of the video. For the sake of efficiency, the
construction of the network for a complete frame is only carried out for the
first video frame. This is required in our approach to estimate initially the
positions of involved targets to be tracked. For the subsequent images, where
the positions of targets to be tracked have been estimated (from the previous
frame), the complex network is built only for the reduced regions of pixels
called regions-of-interest (ROI) which surround the position where each target
was previously located. This fact reduces significantly the computational cost
of the method.
The complex network modeling the scene for a color image (or a subimage)
is built as follows. A graylevel version of the frame I with N × N pixels is
created by averaging the corresponding pixels for the three color channels,
such that for pixel p ∈ I we have its intensity value f (p) ∈ [0, 255]. Next,
we compute an watershed-based segmentation R = R(I) = {r1 , . . . , rk } of I
and we choose a set of pixels X(R) = {p1 , . . . pk } ⊆ I such that for every
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1 ≤ j ≤ k, pj ∈ rj . There are several methods for selecting these pixels from
the segmentation R (for example, by choosing the centroid of each region, at
random, and many others), but the results obtained are similar since all the
pixels in a given region have similar intensity. By using these region-centroid
pixels X(R) = {p1 , . . . pk } as nodes we construct a weighted, sparse and spatial
network G(I) = (X(R), E) by defining each link weight w(pi , pj ) as follows
½
kRGB(pi ) − RGB(pj )k2 , if ri and rj are adjacent regions,
w(pi , pj ) =
0,
otherwise,
where k · k2 denotes the Euclidean norm and RGB(p) = (r(p), g(p), b(p)) is the
RGB vector of pixel p. Note that in this case the weighted associated network
is sparse and its number of nodes k ¿ N , which makes that the computations
on such networks be much more efficient than those previously stated in the
associated networks. It is easy to check that the networks introduced in [4]
or [5] can be also defined by using this model, simply by considering the
appropriate feature vector describing some visual properties of each region rj .
Next, we use the centrality measure proposed by the authors [2, 3], to
determine the interest points in the image. This way, the interest of a graph
node (i.e. image pixel) is computed as the sum of the weight links which
are incident to this node. The nodes having higher interest (i.e. one node
per target) are selected to be tracked in the successive frames of the video
analyzed.

3.

Visual tracking approach using complex networks

We describe a new approach for determining the positions of one or multiple
targets at all the frames of a video sequence by using the framework of complex
network analysis [1]. First, the object(s) to be tracked are selected in the
initial frame of the video by the positions of the highest-values interest points
[6] by applying the method described in the previous section [2]. Later, the
corresponding positions of these located targets are iteratively projected to the
next frame. This is done using the corresponding ROI window around each
target position in previous image. In the current frame, new complex network
graphs [2] are built only for each of the targets’ ROI. Now, we search separately
for in these reduced ”ROI graphs” the most similar centrality values of interest
points with respect to the corresponding ones located in the previous frame
(i.e. those similar points below a distance threshold).
This way, the new position of each target in the current frame is determined. Our method is computationally efficient since each tracked interest
point (where each point corresponds to one different moving object) is searched
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only in the corresponding ROI region and not in the whole frame. Due to the
classical mathematical definition of the interest points which is of local nature, we use in this paper some local measures of the associated geometrical
complex network graphs.
Figures 1 and 2 respectively show the tracking results for video sequences
with one and multiple targets (i.e. small balls) being tracked. It is possible
to check visually the accuracy of the automatically-detected targets positions
for different frames in both videos.

frame #01

frame #07

frame #14

frame #21

Figure 1: Tracking results corresponding to a 320 × 240 video with only one tracked
target. The red point close to the small ball shows the position of the target estimated
by our system in the current frame.
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frame #01

frame #04

frame #07

frame #10

Figure 2: Tracking results corresponding to a 640 × 192 video with four tracked
targets. Each red point close to each small ball shows the position of the corresponding
target estimated by our system in the current frame.
Our approach shows in the first video frame, the interest points above
an interest value. If this interest threshold is properly chosen, these filtered
points are candidates to describe the initial positions of the targets to be
tracked. This selection can be done automatically by successive refinement of
the threshold to guarantee that each point correspond to an target in the scene
or can be done manually. Then, these corresponding targets are automatically
tracked along the rest of the frames.
All the system has been implemented in MATLAB in a standard Pentium
4 without code optimization. Although our system can work at a real-time
framerate for the considered video resolutions, its tracking accuracy is affected
by factors like: the scene illumination conditions, the contrast of the targets
with respect to the background, the velocity of each target and the frame
rate of the video. Some parameters of the algorithm like the size of the ROI
corresponding to each target must be tuned according to each specific video
characteristics. In general, for a video with a 320×240 spatial frame resolution
as the corresponding the single object sequence, a ROI size of 25-30 pixels is
suitable.

4.

Conclusions and future work

We presented an application of complex network theory to the visual tracking
problem. Our approach models the scene as a weighted graph where nodes
correspond to uniform regions (obtained by a watershed procedure) and edges
represent the intensity differences between adjacent regions. Next, a local cen-
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trality measure is computed for each node defining its importance (or probability to be considered as tracked target) in the first frame. Node positions
with higher importance values are considered as the targets whose positions
are efficiently projected along the subsequent frames. The system has been
tested successfully with different videos presenting different number of targets.
However, this approach is still a prototype with several limitations. One of
these is that the number of tracked targets must remain constant along the
video. As future work we will work on correcting the previous restriction and
also on the automatic adjustment of system parameters for each video considered. Moreover, the approach will be test on more difficult videos (i.e. outdoor
scenes).
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